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Philippians 2.1-5 

Therefore if there is any encouragement in Christ, if there is any consolation of love, if there is any 

fellowship of the Spirit, if any affection and compassion,  
2
 make my joy complete by being of the 

same mind, maintaining the same love, united in spirit, intent on one purpose.  
3
Do nothing from 

selfishness or empty conceit, but with humility of mind regard one another as more important than 

yourselves;  
4
do not merely look out for your own personal interests, but also for the interests of 

others.  
5
 Have this attitude in yourselves which was also in Christ Jesus 

  

  

We’re looking at Paul’s Letter to the first Christian congregation on the continent of Europe. It was a 

church that Paul helped to establish, one to whom Paul was endeared, the Church at Philippi. 

  

Today we delve a little deeper into the whole idea of friendship… this letter of “influential friendship” 

(as we’ve been calling it) is hopefully working on us and even influencing US to share our lives with 

people. We hope this letter helps us see how the spirit of this age has lied to us about rabid 

individualism. And we hope this letter battles that thing IN us that not only buys into the lie but also 

WANTS to believe the lie that the isolated/independent life is the best life. 

  

TODAY, in these few words, is a very clear mission/mandate –redundantly clear and yet beautifully 

clear that we MUST be in community. Here is Community REQUIRED, Community RESOURCED 

and Community RE-IMAGINED. 

  

There are, here in this passage, a whole string of requirements or imperatives – actually, TEN 

commands that require the people in this young Christian Church in Greece – ten directives 

screaming that true spirituality has to be lived in friendship with other people. As we look at how Paul 

puts this requirement, you’ll see that it’s almost absurdly redundant. Paul leaves NO DOUBT – the 

Christian life is a shared/reciprocal life. 

  

The passage is so short I can just rattle them off – here are the ten requirements or 

imperatives(starting in v. 2) that make up this unmistakable call to community life: 

  

1) make my joy complete (that’s the main command) 

2) by being of the same mind, 

3) maintaining the same love, 

4) united in spirit, 

5) intent on one purpose 

6) Do nothing from selfishness or empty conceit   

7) with humility of mind regard one another as more important than yourselves; 



8) do not merely look out for your own personal interests, 

9) but also for the interests of others 

10) Have this attitude in yourselves which was also in Christ Jesus 

  

Now, rather than define or expand on all ten let’s note a few things from the big picture: 1
st
: There 

may be some reason why Paul, in prison and YET JOYFUL, but there may be some reason why 

he’s not as joyful as he COULD be. When Paul writes “make my joy complete” maybe there’s an 

issue in that Philippian church (like the ongoing argument between two women we read about in 

chapter 4 or some other relational STUFF that’s sort of ugly. It does happen. 

  

2
nd

, there’s a big emphasis here and in other places on believing the same things or being of the 

same mind or opinion – and THAT looks kind’a weird to us because (as I mentioned last week) OUR 

society encourages every person to think independently and come up with your OWN set of beliefs. 

More on that in a moment. 

  

3
rd

: notice the big emphasis on motivations or conviction or attitude – not just “play nice with others” 

but WANT to … It’s not simply a call to change behavior but to change YOU, to change your desires 

and your heart (the real YOU has to change). See the words: “the same mind, maintaining the same 

love, united in spirit, intent on one purpose. Do nothing from selfishness or empty conceit, but with 

humility of mind” – all these are inward dispositions and really impossible for us to change. We can 

change behavior but this… is that shadowy realm we often can’t even SEE about ourselves never 

mind change. You could EAT Brussels Sprouts but you can’t make yourself LOVE Brussels Sprouts. 

And that’s what is called for in this section – a change of taste, desire, heart-orientation – not just a 

change of conduct! 

  

5
th
: It’s all very redundant. Scholars call this a tautology. It’s an overstatement of a point for effect. 

Paul leaves NO wiggle room, no doubt, no choice, no second opinion. From any angle you look, this 

should be perfectly, redundantly clear –the Christian life is a unified life, a life lived together. 

  

And the last thing I want to say, about this call to community is that for all people – but probably, 

ESPECIALLY for us, this call cuts across the grain of our lives. At least in most cultures, people 

have some need for one another. I’ve mentioned before, I went to the hardware superstore recently 

and realized I could do all my shopping without ever speaking to anyone (right down to “self-

checkout”). 

  

We’re very often NOT dependent on anyone. And because we think, as modern South Floridians, 

we THINK in terms of efficiency (saving time, saving labor, saving money etc.) we can unwittingly 

start to measure the efficiency of our relationships and friendships… And we can inadvertently 

engage in what some modern sociologists have called “the commodification of relationships”. 

  

We unconsciously ask, “Is the amount I AM PUTTING INTO this relationship roughly commensurate 

with what the other person is giving? OR at least, if I’m giving MORE, is it still somehow beneficial… 



even if I have ‘the short end of the stick’, if I’m giving more for now, will it at least have a profitable 

result?” 

  

Now, maybe one reason we think this way is because we live in a consumer society – we’re sort of 

conditioned to see everything in the categories of debit/credit – profit/loss – cost/benefit. 

  

Another reason this cuts across the grain – not just our American obsession with efficiency and 

productivity (always asking if things are USEFUL…and asking if people are useful) but another 

reason we tend to assess and evaluate our relationships is because we are sinners. We are NOT 

like God in this way. We’re selfish. 

  

And it may even be thought of as natural, as a part of our evolutionary programming – the survival of 

the fittest impulse compels us to a healthy kind of selfishness. We have to look out for #1 – our 

society will benefit if we all look out for ourselves. Greed isn’t always bad (Gordon Gekko– “Greed is 

good”). 

  

And fear comes in – which is a real enemy of love – fear tells us, “If you GIVE more than you GET 

(in this friendship) you will die, will lose yourself, will become exhausted, be used up, will get 

wrinkles, become a doormat and people will laugh at you”. 

  

And then we read this passage and IT IS SO COUNTERINTUITIVE to everything we just described. 

Listen, “regard one another as more important than yourselves.” That seems not only OPPOSED to 

our commodifying tendencies (measuring everything in terms of profit and loss) AND OPPOSED to 

our selfishness but also just contrary to everything in and around us… it seems unnatural…even 

harmful. 

  

What we find, though, (and we’ll see it AMPLIFIED in the next passage [two weeks from now]) is that 

THIS IS how the Gospel works – it IS counterintuitive. There IS a paradoxical side to this. In the 

Good News of Jesus Christ losing ourselves leads to finding ourselves, which is ultimately what we 

want. It’s not that we love other people in order to ultimately HARM or destroy ourselves but that this 

is the way to really find ourselves. John Piper calls it Christian Hedonism. The real way to “suck the 

marrow out of life”, to get the most out of it is to give yourself away – in some sense it’s the most 

selfish thing you can do – to become selfless is the best thing you can do for yourself. 

  

And Paul’s not calling us to somehow produce this out of thin air. This kind of change to our very 

NATURE, this counterintuitive way of life takes immense resources that we just can’t generate from 

ourselves. And that’s why Paul starts the section in this odd way, “Therefore IF there is any 

encouragement in Christ, if there is any consolation of love, if there is any fellowship of the Spirit, if 

any affection and compassion…” 

  

It’s been pointed out that the “if” anticipates a positive response so the force of the word is “SINCE”. 

It actually says, “SINCE there is encouragement and consolation of love and so on…” But that 

actually dilutes what Paul is doing. He wants the reader to have to stop and ask, “Hmmm… IS there 



encouragement in Christ?...Why YES there is an enormous encouragement at that! If the Gospel is 

true it means my past sins and future and present failings too – they have all been paid for. I am fully 

forgiven and I’m NOT simply tolerated by a distant deity who puts up with me but is also sort of 

angry with me and wonders why he even made me…NO! I am adopted into God’s own family and 

HE DELIGHTS IN ME AS PARENTS DELIGHT IN THEIR CHILDREN – I’m not a bother to Him but 

a pleasure to Him, a trophy and a JOY to the Father who sees none of my faults – IS THERE 

ENCOURAGEMENT IN THAT? YEAH! An ocean of encouragement in that!” 

  

And “Hmmm… IS there consolation of love in Christ?... Well, come to think of it, YES! The bad and 

painful things that have happened to me – things that mystify and confuse me, even really horrible 

stuff that I’m afraid to talk about – the things that I know are ONLY bad and worthless – looking at 

Jesus Christ and His triumph – I AM CONSOLED BY GOD’S LOVE. Somehow, God will bring 

beauty out of the ashes in my life! What consolation of love!” 

  

AND IF there is any fellowship of the Spirit, IF any affection and compassion…yes and yes and yes! 

It’s another tautology! Paul is saying, “How vast the benefits of what God has accomplished in the 

doing and dying of Jesus Christ! If you’re stuck in selfishness and afraid to love and scared that it 

won’t pay off – it’s because you’re failing to see the infinite resources in Jesus Christ! If you could 

see and know and feel even a fraction of what is yours in Jesus Christ, you would feel SO RICH, so 

full, that nothing else would matter! Your sense of security at being known and loved by the Source 

that powers the whole Universe – that would make you free to love. 

  

Now suppose, a whole group of people were asking that “If-then” question and feeling the love of 

God, the “with-us-ness of the Holy Spirit”, the encouragement, the affection and compassion of God 

toward us – what would that look like? How would that reimagine or reframe a community? 

  

Here are a few things to consider: 1) This re-imagined community would spend a lot of time in the 

inefficient practice of meditation and worship. They would focus on God’s “darling attribute” – the 

thing God most admires about Himself, i.e. His MERCY. This would be a group of people blown 

away by the mercy of God. And thinking, singing, enjoying, experiencing, musing on how God DID it 

would make this reimagined community both deeply HUMBLE (“HE saved a wretch like me!”) AND 

BOUNDLESSLY confident (“My Abba is very fond of me!”) And that impossible combination of 

confidence and humility would make that re-imagined community unafraid to give themselves to one 

another, not always efficient or time-conscious, not doing this constant cost/benefit analysis, but 

instead, lowly to serve and courageous to give. 

  

We get grace by faith. The faith we have in mind is always coupled with repentance. And when I 

face my need and my sin and I trust that Jesus Christ IS my substitute, then the Spirit gives new 

grace so we can love in this new, reimagined way. So, it would be a group of people who live, 

repenting and believing, repenting and believing –quick to acknowledge our faults because they’re 

confident that those faults do not define them. 

  



Now here’s a final question: do you have a love problem? A pride problem? A fear problem? A 

selfishness problem? 

  

It might be like someone asking ME, “T.J., do you finding skiing the giant slalom to be difficult?” 

Nope! Not at all! 

  

And you might say… “I don’t think so”. Well, maybe you say that because you’ve never tried it. And 

so my challenge to you is to do something. Do something with other believers that is truly selfless. 

There are plenty of opportunities here at St. Andrews. You can visit in nursing homes; you can get 

trained to teach English or help volunteer in many ways at ESL when those classes resume; you can 

help us collect Mobility Equipment for South America… But until you try to DO that kind of thing you 

will little realize what a LOVE PROBLEM you have. It’s not until you start to love that you even begin 

to see, “Wow! I REALLY have a hard time regarding others as more important than myself!” And 

until you see that and feel that, you won’t see your desperate need for that encouragement that is IN 

Christ, the consolation of love, the fellowship and presence of the Holy Spirit… 

  

You’ll live in a kind of ignorant bliss – “I don’t find the Christian life so difficult”. It may be because 

you haven’t even begun to live it. When you do, you’ll see you have a problem and a desperate need 

and that’s when the vast and beautiful benefits come to those who see their weakness and who see 

Jesus Christ’s infinite resources for those who believe. 
 

 


